
Unit 8, Week 1:  Week of 4/1  
 

Weekly Lessons/Overview and Goals: Students will be able to solve problems using input-output tables and measurement 
conversions. 

Background information on input-output tables 

Unit TEKS 
 
Input-Output Tables 

● 4.5B represent problems using an input-output table and numerical expressions to generate a number pattern that follows a given rule 

representing the relationship of the values in the resulting sequence and their position in the sequence; – R RC2 

Measurement Conversions Using Tables 

● 4.8A identify relative sizes of measurement units within the customary and metric systems; – S RC3 

● 4.8B convert measurements within the same measurement system, customary or metric, from a smaller unit into a larger unit or a larger 

unit into a smaller unit when given other equivalent measures represented in a table; – S RC3 

Perimeter and Area Formulas 

● 4.5D solve problems related to perimeter and area of rectangles where dimensions are whole numbers. – R RC3 

○ 4.5C use models to determine the formulas for the perimeter of a rectangle (l + w + l + w or 2l + 2w), including the special form for 

perimeter of a square (4s) and the area of a rectangle (l x w); – NT 

Represent and Solve Measurement Problems 

● 4.8C solve problems that deal with measurements of length, intervals of time, liquid volumes, mass, and money using addition, 

subtraction, multiplication, or division as appropriate. – R RC3 [focus on elapsed time in this unit, word problems may include measurement 

conversions] 

https://study.com/academy/lesson/working-with-multiplication-input-output-tables.html
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○ 4.5A represent multi-step problems involving the four operations with whole numbers using strip diagrams and equations with 

a letter standing for the unknown quantity; – R RC2  

 

Vocabulary 

● Area 
● centimeter  
● conversion  
● convert  
● cup  
● customary (system)  

● kilometer  
● length  
● liquid capacity 
● mass  
● meter  
● metric  
● mile  
● millimeter  

● representation 
● rule  
● sequence  
● sides  
● spring scale  
● square number  
● strategy  
● strip diagrams 

 

Monday: input - output tables -- Lesson Link 
Essential Question: How can I use a table to better understand patterns in real-world relationships? 
 
Engage  

● Read Two of Everything or show this video 
● Using the magic pot template, engage students in silent teach. Begin with the doubling rule from the book and then try 

different rules for the input output tables. 
● Tell students that the unknown quantity can be represented in math as a letter and is known as a variable. 

 
 
Explore & Explain 

● Using the lesson link, these slides are helpful as you move through the explore and explain portion 
Elaborate 

● Challenge students to work together to answer the question below. I have added it to the slides and created a Google doc in 
case you want to make a copy for table groups. 

A quadrilateral is made from at least two triangles, an octagon can be made from at least 6 triangles, a hexagon can be made from 
at least four triangles, and a nonagon can be made from at least 7 triangles.  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_yvODvGu-LAUHU4VHctUzU2YUk/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYRo0o1sZ9o&noredirect=1
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_yvODvGu-LAU1FJeGM1RkNJMUE/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1qGb8oI_1XLgQj9qA-ee6l_k4lHofwLm5iKGxqXjMuA8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1qGb8oI_1XLgQj9qA-ee6l_k4lHofwLm5iKGxqXjMuA8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PCszYb1p0WCf3TdCAy3s3X-qz_yfdWwWCNaH31MoTE4/edit?usp=sharing
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A. Represent this geometric relationship using an input-output table using the rule t + 2, where t represents the number of 
triangles that make each polygon. 
 
B. Using a numerical expression, determine the polygon that can be created 
from 10 triangles. Justify your solution with a sequence representing the 
relationship between the input and output values. 
 
Evaluate 
Students will be given an activity problem. Have students glue this in their notebooks and work their answers  on the next page. 
*Melinda has sent to print services. 

Tuesday: input-output tables 
Essential Question: How can I use a table to better understand patterns in real-world relationships? 
 
Engage  
Post this slide 
 
Questions to ask: 
 

● What are the input numbers? The number of CDs  
 

● What are the output numbers? The cost of the input number of CDs.  
● Does this rule for the table sound correct to you? Why or why not?   

 
Read: The total cost is equal to the number of CDs multiplied by 12  
 

● How could we write this relationship between the number of CDs and the total cost in an equation?  T = n x 12 where T is the total 
cost and n is the number of CDs purchased 

 
Questions to probe:  

● What can you tell me about the cost of CDs from looking at this table?  
● How much does one CD cost?  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hvnGxNKRYEjkhmyO9failaOTsn0B-3hoiOg0zJJhV1g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15DP6zPS15lO9YZn8M8alMDywEZuM3eaYfP6KNw46ais/edit?usp=sharing
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● How much do two CDs cost?  
● Can you use this table to figure out the cost of five CDs? Ten CDs?  
● What patterns help you figure out how much the CDs cost?  
● What other patterns do you notice?  
● Would input 12 and output 144 be a relationship shown in this table? How do you know?  
● Would input 8 and output 80 be a relationship shown in this table? How do you know?  
● Are all the input and output numbers related to each other in the same way? 

 
Explore 
Part 1: Thinking Algebraically Student Activity Book page 20 
 
Have students look at the 3 figures at the top of page 20 and identify the shape of each pattern block.   
 
Ask:  

● How are the shapes related? (Add 2 trapezoids to one figure to get the next figure in the sequence.)  For Exercise 1, students 
need to find a simple relationship that uses the number of the figure to compute the number of pattern blocks in that 
figure. Give them the rule for the table in equation form. Discuss the pattern. Encourage the class to find that relationship. 
In Exercise 4, students use the reverse of the pattern.  Have students make the pattern sequence using a list of outputs from 
the table. How could they continue the pattern? 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 2n Note to Teacher: graphing on coordinate grids 
(Exercises 5-7) is not introduced until 5th grade. 

 
 Part 2: Thinking Algebraically Student Activity Book page 24 Present this page as you did in Part 1. Have students work in small 
groups to facilitate oral communication.  
 
Explain 
Students will explain their thinking and justify their solutions in groups and in whole-class discussion, as well as with tables, 
diagrams, and written explanations. See Thinking Algebraically Teachers Guide pages 32-34, included in kit, for more information 
 
Elaborate 
CD’s and DVD’s (page 39) handout  
 
Evaluate 
Informal:  Do students use mathematical language correctly as they describe the patterns?  Are students able to reverse the 
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pattern? 

Wednesday: input-output tables 
Essential Question: How can I use a table to better understand patterns in real-world relationships? 
 
Engage 
Warm up question  
 
Explore 
Origo lesson 1-11 - worksheet 
Walk through the Step In discussion slides on Origo -- this is on the worksheet as well 
 
Explain 
Work through the Step Up with students. Check answers, see if anyone has questions. 
 
Elaborate 
Students will work independently on the back side and complete everything including the Step Ahead. Once all students have 
completed this activity, you may check as a class. (this sheet is a daily grade, so check as a class or collect) 
 
Evaluate 
If you have time, there is a math mystery students can complete. The copies have been made available to you. Here is the link to the 
activity and directions. 

Thursday: Measurement conversions 
Essential Question: How does what I measure influence how I measure? 
 
RRISD LESSON 
Engage   
Read How Tall, How Short, How Far Away? - Mackin Via 
Explore 
Materials 

● Explore 1: Use adding machine tape or strips of butcher paper to create the following lengths for each group of 3-4 students 
○ 1 strip of length 1 yard 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1fA1atoSho4O3wM_fxMvSxVMz7xTIbdWfbB3-PMG79xY/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.origoslate.com/html5/27522
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15Gl9VhwynptXq6cbKLEpQXfkK9Pb3q-z8qkYr70KvX0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15Gl9VhwynptXq6cbKLEpQXfkK9Pb3q-z8qkYr70KvX0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1o7i6MWlVUuRGZpJNe0QgyZKXN62q_mTSzOxbX8aXhvU/edit?usp=sharing
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○ 2 strips each of length 1 foot 
○ 11 strips each of length 1 inch 

● Explore 2: Each group will need a ruler and a yardstick 
 
Explore 1 

● Divide students into groups of 3 or 4.  
● Give each group a set of adding machine tape lengths. Ask, “Which piece do you think is 1 inch long? How do you know” 

Follow up with, “How long do you think the other two lengths are?” 
● Once the class understands that the lengths are 1 inch, 1 foot, and 1 yard, direct them to use the lengths to find the height 

of someone in their group. 
● Allow students to decide how they will use the lengths provided. They may not get rulers or yardsticks to help them. 

Students should record their measurements and how they made them. 
Explain 

● Bring students together to discuss what they found. Ask, “Which lengths of adding machine tape did you use to measure 
___’s height? Why did that work best for your group” 

● “Is it possible to measure a student’s height using only the inch lengths? Foot lengths? Yard lengths?” 
○ It is possible, but each has its own constraints. For example, you can measure with the inch pieces as long as you are 

very careful and reuse them over and over again. It takes a lot of time because there are so many inches in someone’s 
height. As long as you are very precise in lining up the inch lengths, your final measurement can be very precise. 

○ You can measure using the yard length, and it’s quite fast, but you must bring in your understanding of fractions 
because you will likely have a height that is 1 yard plus some fraction of a second yard. 

○ You can measure in feet. It is likely faster than measuring in inches, but not as fast as measuring with a yard. It 
might be more precise than the yard measurement because by the time you get to needing a fraction of a foot, you 
have precisely measured more of the person’s height than with a yard. 
 

 
Explore 2 

● Give each group a ruler and a yardstick. Ask them to measure the same person’s height again, this time using one or both 
of the tools provided. Students should record their measurements and how they made them. 

Explain 2 
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● Bring students together to discuss what they found. Ask, “How was measuring the height of your group member the same 

or different this time compared to using the lengths of adding machine tape?” The measuring tools - ruler and yardstick - 
contain the larger unit - foot and yard, respectively - however they also have a smaller unit - inches - built in which allows 
for precision when you get to the point where you no longer need a full foot or ruler to complete the measurement. 

 
Elaborate 

● Gather all of the height measurements that were made in Explain 2 by all of the groups and list them on the board. Tell the 
class that these students are in line at Six Flags waiting to ride the Roaring Rapids. You can show this slide to present the 
information. In order to ride you must be at least 42 inches tall. Working in their groups, students have to determine which 
of the students listed on the board are allowed to ride the ride. Let groups have their ruler and yardstick to help them as 
they work. Students may not re-measure any of the students in class. 

● Discuss answers. Be sure to draw out how they were able to use the measurements provided in feet and yards to determine 
whether students heights at least 42 inches tall. 

Friday: Measurement conversions 
Essential Question: How does what I measure influence how I measure? 
 
Stepping Stones, Module 11, Lesson 11 - Converting Yards, Feet, and Inches 
Step 2 

● Facilitate as written. 
● Use this slide since you did not previously make the poster mentioned in this step. 

Step 3 
● Facilitate as written. 
● During the Step In discussion, be sure to introduce the word convert and explain that any time we rewrite a measurement 

as an equivalent amount using a different unit, we call that converting a measurement. 
● Use this student page instead of the Student Journal page that comes with the lesson. 

Step 4 
● Skip. 
● Instead, ask students to compare and contrast the two types of conversions they made: yards ↔ feet and feet ↔ inches. 
● Also, discuss the final question on the student page about the patterns in the tables that helped with making measurement 

conversions. 
● Conclude that any time we know a relationship between two units of measurement, we can use that relationship in a table 

https://docs.google.com/a/roundrockisd.org/presentation/d/1Sq15wbFJi1ZZrwX7TzDolW56KqOyY3_gbb2s6i1L1fk/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.origoslate.com/html5/21232
https://docs.google.com/a/roundrockisd.org/presentation/d/1iGhgIi4EiVSQyZeIHSF-Ko2dv82hHyev8LUp5o7T4z8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/roundrockisd.org/document/d/1QSGhSg6rIPEGt2GDSm-LXAe2PKwhzNS4h1dbQi6Gmts/edit?usp=sharing
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to help us convert from one unit to the other. 

 
Evaluate 

● Formative assessment #1. Please give these to the math teachers after students complete. This will be a daily grade. 
*Melinda sent to print services. 

 

Differentiation: A variety of activities (application, concrete, and kinesthetic) will be incorporated into both days to engage all 
learners. Kagan Structures  

 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hiH8iuUqPB7XDPzHlt1hdg8lVtjtaPVaTfq3PEk1aC0/edit?usp=sharing

